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Fair Dinkum Flights, developed by Turbulent Designs, is a mission pack designed to give you the full Australian experience!
These ten missions will give you a taste of t 5d3b920ae0
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microsoft fsx steam edition + fair dinkum flights add-on twin pack. fsx steam edition fair dinkum flights add-on

Work ok, for some reason the mission pointer doesn't always start, found simulating at 1/4 speed gets it going. Good challenging
missions. Hope the feedbacks helps with the bugs.. This DLC is really bad. In helicopter mission where you have to fly near the
fire you will take aboard an injured person. But then when someone told you to take back injured man and then go back for
other you cant even fly away. I dont know why, maybe bad set weight. This DLC is full of errors and bugs.. Poorly built
missions, mostly nothing more then a flight plan packaged in a mission. Triggers for a lot of missions dont work ('Intercept!' ->
didn't recognise i'd landed at YPTN; 'Bush Telegrah' -> didn't trigger on 2nd landing strip). Voice instruction volume is too low
to hear over engine noise; not they they provide much useful information anyway (Basically: 'Follow the GPS route'). There's
way better freeware mission packs out there. Go with those instead.. I just got the add on . i hope everyone is wrong.. Overall
pretty good, just a few issues. 1) The instructor's voice is low compared to engine noise. Had to crank up the volume to hear the
instructions. 2) The standard FSX mission compass is not enabled in this DLC. The GPS has the waypoints pre-entered which is
helpful, but not the equivalent of the mission compass.
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